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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we obtain estimates for the cost of Hermite-Birkhoff inter- 
polatory side conditions, placed on uniform approximation by trigonometric 
polynomials. 
Given a positive integer K; a finite set t, ,..., f,, of distinct points in 
---T < t < x-; for each i = I,..., y, a nonempty subset Ki of the set 
{O, l,..., K}; and f E C*“[ -7r, z-1, define the set of K times continuously differen- 
tiable 27r periodic functions; the set A, = { g E C*K[-n, ~1: g(j)(t,) = f(j)(t,); 
jEKi;i = I,... , y). Let NV be the space of trigonometric polynomials of 
degree not exceeding V. For each u = 0, 1,2, 3 ,..., define 
where 
IV- g II = -,“ZtP, I f(t) - &>I. (I-2) 
Similarly define e,(f) as the infimum of (1.2) over those g in NV with constant 
part zero; and if NV A A, is nonempty, E,(f, A,) as the infimum of (1.2) over 
g in NV n A,. 
We show that &(f, A,) satisfies an estimate of the Jackson type appropriate 
for K times continuously differentiable functions. That is, &(f, AJ = 
O(e,(f(K))/vK). Comparing this estimate of EV(f, A,) with &(f) we show that 
for allfrz C*K[-7r, 55-1 
e,(fV~~ = Wv(f)l-% for all E > 0. 
On the other hand, given any sequence of positive numbers {hV)E1 , increasing 
without bound, and an A, including at least one derivative constraint, we can 
construct an f E C*+r, ~1 such that 
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THEOREM 2.1. For each K I, 3, 3 ,... there csi.ct.r at1 151, 0, and Jbr 
each set of side conditions A, ~ a v1 Q(K, t, . . . . . t,), not depending on f, mch 
that for any f E C*K[-rr, ~1, E,(,f, A,) exists and .satiJj?ec. 
Ev(f; A,) 1.:. M,e,( j““‘)!v” 
for all v greater than v1 . 
Proof. We need the following version of one of the standard Jackson 
theorems. (For the standard theorem, see for example, Cheney [2, 
pp. 145-1461.) 
bMMA 2.2. For al/ positilx? integerS K, there exists a positive constant c, , 
and for any f 6 C*“[ -rr, 7~1, a sequence of trigonometric polynomials 
{TV: T,, E NJ such that 
lj(f - TV)(j) /I < C,(l/vK+) e,(f(“)); j = 0, 1 ,..., K; v == I, 2, 3 ,.... 
Proof. Letj, be the Jackson kernel normalized so that 
s J j,(t)dt =- I. -?I (2.1) 
Write 
~,(f, .y) -= jT f~.~ -+ t)ju(t) dt 
77 
It is well known that there exists an A4 > 0 such that 
llf - JUN < W/v) IiP II, (2.2) 
for all f E C*l[-n, n]. The proof now proceeds by induction. 
Induction basis. Let t, be the best approximation to fcKr from NV, with 
constant part zero. Let P(g), g E C*[- x, .rr], be the indefinite integral of g 
such that J?, P(g) = 0. Let PK be the K-wise composition of operators P, 
and S, = P”(tJ. Then 
Iif’“’ - Sy(K) /j = e,(f(“)), v 7-7 I, 2, 3 ,,., 
Induction step. If for some m = 0, 1 ,..., K - 1 and some C,,, > 0, there 
exists a sequence of trigonometric polynomials {S,: S, E NV} such that 
/j(f - Sp--j) /I < C&ey(f(K)); j = O,..., m; v = 1, 2, 3,...; 
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then there exists C,,+, < C,(M + 2) such that 
ll(f - S” - J”(f - &Y--j) II < C,+,~-wf(~)); 
Proof. Use the identity 
j =1 0 ,..., m + 1; 
v = 1) 2, 3 )... . 
.p’(f -- S”) = J”((f - sp-j)). 
Now the induction step for j = m + 1 follows from the Jackson theorem 
(2.2); and that for j = O,..., m is a consequence of 11 J, /I = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let T be the unit circle. Let f; ti , i = I,..., y; 
Ki , i = l,..., y satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.1; and let {T,,} be a 
sequence of trigonometric polynomials providing the estimate of Lemma 2.2. 
By the Hausdorff property of T we can find disjoint open sets Bl ,..., B, 
in T containing t, ,..., t,, , respectively. Urysohn’s theorem now guarantees 
the existence of functionsh E C(T), j = l,..., y, such that 
.I&> = 1, 
0 <h(t) G 1, tEBj, 
h(t) = 0, t E T\B, . 
By the SAIN property of trigonometric approximation in conjunction 
with point evaluations, Deutsch and Morris [3; Theorem 4.11, there exists 
a vp such that for v 2 v2 there exist approximations qyj from NV to the f;: 
satisfying 
II CIYj II = 1, 
qdti) = .tXti)3 i = I,..., y; j = l,..., y, 
and if 6, = maxjsl ,..., y II qyj -A II, then 
(2.3) 
Let h = [V/(K +- l)], h, = [h/(~ f l)], where [.I is the integral part function, 
and let vQ be so large that X, 3 max(v, , 1). Suppose throughout the following 
that v >, vs . Note 
Ai < Vi < (2(K + l)h)‘, j = I,..., K. (2.4) 
Take 
Then 
hij = (q&““(sin x(t - ti))i, j = 0 )...) K; i = l,...) y. 
II hj II G 13 
h$‘(t,) = 0; r = O,..., K; e # i, 
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and 
hy’,(tJ .= j! 2. 
Also by the Bernstein inequality, (2.5), and (2.4) 
jl hi’;’ 11 < yk < (2(K + ])A)“, k = 1, 2,... . 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Now fix i. Letj, ,..., j, be the members of Ki in ascending order. We seek 
a linear combination of hi,, ,..., hi, which will correct the values of T,,‘j)(tJ, 
j E Ki to the f(j)(tJ. From (2.7), we seek a solution b to the equation 
Dividing the kth row of the matrix above, and the kth element of the product 
vector by j,! P”; and using (2.8) the equation may be written 
Since the matrix A = (ak,) above is lower triangular and has determinant 1 
a solution exists. By (2.9) there exists an M, depending only on K such that 
I ake I < M k = l,...,p, e = l,...,p. 
By Lemma 2.2 there exists an L depending only on K such that 
I Cjk I G Le~(f’“‘>/vK, k = l,...,p. 
Employing Cramer’s rule, 
/ bj, / < (K + I)! A4”Le,(f’“‘)/vK; k = l,...,p. (2.12) 
Writing Hi = Ckpzl bj,hi,j, , and using (2.12), 
where 
< Dd$PWK, teBi, 
I Hi( 
< DA 14PV~K, t E T\Bi , 
D, = (K + l)!(K +I) hf”L. 
(2.13) 
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The analysis above holds for i = l,..., y. Also since by (2.6) 
Hf’(x,) = 0, e f i, r = o,..., K, 
we can find Hl ,..., H, separately, by the above, and 
will belong to A, , the set of functions satisfying the interpolatory side 
conditions. It remains to estimate Iif - H I/; using (2.13) we find 
c df(“9 
K yT- -l-D, vK 





where v1 > us is chosen so that SA1 ,< l/y, v 3 v1 . This concludes the proof. 
Consider now the approximation offs CK[ - 1, 1] by algebraic polynomials 
satisfying Hermite-Birkhoff interpolatory side conditions. Redefining A, , 
E,(f), and E,(f, A,) appropriately, Platte [5, Theorem 2.3.11 has shown 
THEOREM 2.3. Iff 6 c”[-1, I] then there exists a constant C, independent 
of v, such that 
E”(L ‘4) < CE,-KV Y. 
The following corollary to Theorem 2.1 dramatically improves this estimate 
in many cases. In fact, letting g(0) = f ( cos 6) and using the fact that the 
error in approximating g by trigonometric polynomials of degree not 
exceeding v equals the error in approximating f by algebraic polynomials 
of degree not exceeding v, the corollary and Lemma 3.1 show 
&(A A) = w”(f)l-‘) for all E > 0 
whenever the corollary applies. 
COROLLARY 2.4. For each K = 1,2, 3,..., there exists an M, > 0; andfor 
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each set of side conditions A, . provided that -- 1 -c t, r 1; i I ..‘.) 1’: a 1’1 , 
not depending on.f, such that for any f E (2 [ - 1, I 1, Eu(J A,) exists und satisjks 
E,.(,f; A,) .< M,c,,( g’“‘),‘v” 
for all v greater than v1 , w,hcw g E C*K[-m-r, z-1 is defined by g(0) f‘(cos %). 
Proof. Writing g(O), g”‘(e),..., gCK)(0) in terms off‘(s),..., (cP/d,v”)f(x) 
g(Q 
[ III 
1 0 . . . . 0 JW 
.P’(@ --sin t, 
--~sin2 6 0 
(47dx)(x) 
ev> K (-sin Op . V%‘d-4W 
we see that the matrix involved is invertible, x 71 &l, and therefore g(O), 
g”)(B) ,..., g(“)(B) are uniquely determined by f(x) ,..., (&f/dxK)(x), x f &l, 
and vice versa. Thus to the algebraic interpolation conditions correspond 
trigonometric interpolation conditions of the same order K. To each node ti 
of the algebraic problem, there correspond two nodes 8ni., , Bli of the 
trigonometric where 
0 i 8,,m1 -.I 7r and B,, =- -tLi 1 . (2.14) 
We apply Theorem 2.1 and find a v1 and a sequence {T,],“=,, satisfying the 
trigonometric interpolation conditions, such that 
/ g -- TV /I < (MK/vK) e,(g(“)). (2.15) 
Since the interpolation conditions occur in pairs (see (2.14)) the even 
functions r?;, given by TV(e) L (T,(B) + T,(-O))/2 satisfy them also. Since g 
is even (2.15) implies 
II ,’ g - TV Ij < (M&K) e,(g(“)). (2.16) 
Let p”(x) F,,(cos -l x). As discussed previously pL, satisfies the interpolation 
conditions of the algebraic problem. Also (2.16) 
lif -- pV 1’ = ;! g(cos-l x) - TV(cosrl x);! << (MK/vK) e,(g(K)). 
Since 77’” is an even trigonometric polynomial of degree not exceeding v, 
p”(x) is an algebraic polynomial of degree not exceeding Y. This concludes the 
proof. 
3. COMPARISON OF E,(f) AND &(f, A,) 
The question of a direct comparison of E”(f) and Ev(J A,), as opposed 
to a comparison of e,(f(K))/vK and E,(f, A,) remains. Below we show results 
in two opposing directions. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Iff E C*x[-~, n], K 3 1, then for all E > 0 
e,(f’“))/v” = O(E,(f)l-‘). 
Proof. Either f has only a finite number, k, of continuous derivatives or f 
has an infinite number of continuous derivatives. 
In the first case, using the well-known Jackson and Bernstein theorems 
(see, e.g., Butzer and Nessel [l, Corollary 2.2.4; Theorem 2.3.41) character- 
izing the rate at which E,,(f) goes to zero in terms of the order of magnitude 
of the second modulus q(f u), 6), defined by 
%(f, 8) = $y8 II f(o 4 11) i- f(o - h) - Tf(o>ll h 
we find either 
(i) e,(f(“)) = o(1) but E”(f) vkfE is unbounded for all E > 0; 
or 
(ii) there exists LY, 0 < 01 < 1, such that e,(f(“)) = O(v-a) but 
Edf > v~+~+~ is unbounded for all E > 0. In either case 
(1 Iv”) 4f V-C(f) = NV? for all E > 0, 
and since v = O(E,(f)-I/“) this implies 
(l/vk) e,(f ‘q = O(E,(f)l-‘), for all E > 0. 
The desired result follows as e,(f (K)) = O(e,(f (k))/vk-K). 
If f has an infinite number of continuous derivatives, and letting T,, be the 
best approximation to f from Iv, , then for p = 1,2,..., 
llf b’ - Tip) II = O(E”(f)‘-) for all E > 0. 
This follows from a modification of the argument of Platte [5, Theorem 2.3.31. 
Briefly fixing E, 1 > E > 0, and p, write 
[If(‘) - Ty(‘) I/ < f i/ T$!, - T?’ j/ 
n=v 
m 
< 2 c (II + 1)” En’ E,1-: 
R=Y > 
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where the term in angular brackets is bounded since 
E,,(f) 2 O( 1 /w), 
This concludes the proof. 
k = 1, 2, 3.... 
We also have the following, showing that we cannot have any inequalit), 
of the form 
Ev(f, Ati) = O(G(v) L(f)), 
where G(V) does not depend on J The proof is an adaptation to the trigono- 
metric case of the argument of Lorentz and Zeller [4]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Gicen any sequence {hv}~=l of positice numbers. and a set of 
interpolatory side conditions A, (K > 1) including at least one constraint on 
f(“), there exists f 6 C*K[-~, z-1 such that 
lim SUP E,(.f; AK)/h&(f) 3 I. “‘22 
Proof. We assume, without loss of generality, that the constraint on fth) 
is at 0 = 0. If (K 3 1) is odd we take g, = sin(i@, i = 1, 2, 3 ,...; if K (> 1) 
is even take gi = cos(i8). Given any b > 0 we can clearly choose an N such 
that 
,v 
Now with H = ~~=, g,/N 
j H’“‘(O)1 > b, IIHII < 1. (3.2) 
Take 
6, = 2vK(h, + I), v = 1, 2,..., (3.3) 
and N, = 1. Given Nj-.l (j 2 1), there exists, according to (3.2), a poly- 
nomial, fj , such that 
1 f;“‘(O)1 --, b 9 N,-1 ’ Ilhll G 1. (3.4) 
We denote the degree of this polynomial by Nj . 
The functionfof the theorem will be given by the series 
where the cj > 0 satisfy 
Mj = max(llh IL Il.+’ II), (3.5) 
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and 
(3.6) 
For instance, we can define the numbers ci inductively by means of the 
relation 
Note that (3.5) impliesf is K times continuously differentiable. Let 
Fv = i, ci,f; . 
i-l 
Clearly 
EN,.-l(f) G IIf - Fv-1 Ii = I( f cifi /I 3 v = 2, 3,..., 
” i=s 
and using (3.6) 
Let Q be any trigonometric polynomial of degree not exceeding NV-I such 
that QtK)(0) = fcK)(0). 
Writing 
II Q -Al 3 II Q - Fv-1 II - II Fv-, -l-II 
it follows using Bernstein’s inequality that 
and by (3.3), (3.4) that 
Since Q was an arbitrary polynomial subject to Q(“)(O) = f(“)(O) it follows 
that 
EN”& 4) 2 2dh-l (3.8) 
(3.7) and (3.8) together imply 
EN”& -4JI~A;-lw 3 hN”-l 7 v = 2, 3,...: 
the desired result. 
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Note ad&d irz proof. Further results regarding approximation by algebraic polynomials 
satisfying Hermite-Birkhoff interpolatory side conditions can be found in R. K. BEATSON, 
“Degree of Approximation Theorems for Approximation with Side Conditions,” Disserta- 
tion, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand, 1978. 
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